Summary. An attribute grammar (AG) is in reduced form if in all its derivation trees every attribute contributes to the translation. We prove that, eventhough AG are generally not in reduced form, they can be reduced, i.e., put into reduced form, without modifying their translations. This is shown first for noncircular AG and then for arbitrary AG. In both cases the reduction consists of easy (almost syntactic) transformations which do not change the semantic domain of the AG. These easy transformations are formalized by introducing the notion of AG interpretation as an extension to AG of the concept of context-free grammar form. Finally we prove that any general algorithm for reducing even the simple class of L-AG needs exponential time (in the size of the input AG) infinitely often.
Introduction
Just as nonterminals may be useless in context-fi-ee grammars, attributes may be useless in attribute grammars (AG). How to eliminate these attributes and what theoretical importance they have, is the topic of the present paper.
Let us first explain, by means of an example, what useless attributes are. The example we use is a simplified version of the ~'classical" AG of [17] which defines the semantics of binary numbers.
The AG G binary has three nonterminals N, L, and B with the following attributes:
N has the synthesized attribute t' (value), L and B have an inherited attribute s (scale) and also the synthesized attribute v.
The productions of G binary are N---,L, L--*LB, L--*B, B~I, B--,O.
The attribute dependencies and the corresponding semantic rules for the productions are given in Fig. 1 . Figure 2 contains a derivation tree graph of G binary, that is, a derivation tree t of G binary (producing the binary number 0011) in which the de- pendencies among the attributes in t are also represented. Clearly the attribute v of the root N of t has a special role: we say that its value is the meaning of t and of its yield 0011 (for t, v(N)= 3). In general, we will require that in any AG G the start symbol has a designated synthesized attribute whose value is the meaning of each derivation tree of G (for G binary v(N) is the designated attribute). The translation realized by an AG G is the mapping from each string w in the context-free language of G to the meaning of a derivation tree of w. From Fig. 2 it is easy to see that the attributes s(L3) , s(L~) and s of the two nonterminals B deriving 0 are not used to compute the meaning of t: they are not connected by any directed (dependency) path to v(N). These attributes are therefore said to be useless in t. Note however that the attributes s of the nonterminals B producing 1 and s(Lt) and s(L2) are useful in t. This implies that the attribute s of L and B can in certain instances be useful and in other
useless. Precisely, s(B) is useful if and only if B produces 1 and s(L) is useful if
and only if L produces a terminal string containing at least one 1. This ends our example. Useless attributes have no influence on the translation defined by AG, thus, we can think about eliminating them from AG or simply ignoring them during attribute evaluation. We call these two ways of dealing with useless attributes Line 1 and 2, respectively. In this paper we pursue both lines. The ideas and the results originating from each of them are discussed in what follows.
Line I. Because useless attributes play no role in the translation of AG, it is natural to consider AG whose derivation trees contain only useful attributes (these AG we call in reduced form) and to study how any given AG can be reduced, i.e., put into reduced form, without changing its translation. The main achievement of the paper is, in fact, the construction of an algorithm, called reduction-algorithm, which transforms any AG G into a reduced AG G' with the same translation as G. Such an algorithm is important as a theoretical tool; in fact, in the proofs of Theorems about AG, it is often very convenient to be able to assume that all attributes are actually useful. For example this assumption is useful when considering the complexity of the membership problem for output languages of AG.
The reduction-algorithm, which we describe in this paper, is particularly useful as a theoretical tool because it has the feature of preserving many AGproperties which characterize classes of AG, as, for instance, noncircular AG [17] , one pass left-to-right evaluatable AG (L-AG) [2] , simple and pure multipass AG [2, 1] and one-visit AG [7] . This particular feature of the reductionalgorithm follows from the fact that the algorithm consists of a sequence of "easy" transformations each of which preserves the above mentioned AGproperties. We say "easy" transformations because they are essentially syntactical and, in fact, they fit into a general framework which is an extension to AG of the classical technique for transforming context-free grammars (CFG) which consists roughly in "adding information to the nonterminals of the CFG". Well known examples of the use of this technique are the proofs that CF-languages are closed under intersection with regular languages [13] (pairs of states of the finite automaton are added to the nonterminals) and that for every LL(k) CFG there is an equivalent strong LL(k) CFG [20] (right-contexts are added to the nonterminals).
Because the notion of interpretation in the theory of context-free grammar forms [4, 21, 23] can be viewed as a general description of this technique for transforming CFG, we have extended, in an obvious way, this notion to AG introducing the concept of AG interpretation. A similar concept is considered also in [3-1, where covering AG are introduced.
By using the notion of AG interpretation we will prove general results which apply to any AG-transformation which, from each input AG G, constructs an interpretation of G. It is important to notice that the class of such AG-transformations is very broad: it contains most of the transformations described in earlier works on AG, see [10, 18, 14, 5] .
In order to give an idea of what sort of transformations are modelled by interpretations, and how they are used for reducing AG, we transform the AG G binary of the above example into an AG G' binary which is an interpretation of G binary, is in reduced form, and defines the same translation as G binary. The transformation is mainly syntactical in the sense that the nonterminals of G' binary are obtained from those of G binary by adding extra information to them, viz., information concerning which attributes are useful. Each new nonterminal, then, has the attributes indicated in the information and the productions of G' binary and their semantic rules are obtained from those of G binary by checking that the information in the nonterminals is not contradicted.
At the end of the previous example we have seen that the presence of useless attributes in G binary is due to the fact that the nonterminals L and B have always both attributes s and v eventhough, in case L produces a string of only O's or B produces 0, the attribute s is not needed to compute v. In order to avoid this, the reduced AG G' binary is constructed as follows. Corresponding to nonterminal L of G binary, G' binary has two nonterminals, L 1, having both attributes s and v of L, and L ~ having only attribute v. Similarly, corresponding to B, G' binary has B 1, having both s and v, and B ~ having only v. Clearly, the idea is that L 1 derives only terminal strings containing at least one 1, whereas L ~ derives only O's, and that B 1 derives 1, whereas B ~ derives 0. A set of productions for G' binary meeting this condition is constructed from the productions of G binary as follows.
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In Fig. 3 we give the semantic rules and the attribute dependencies of some of the productions of G' binary in order to show that the semantic rules of a production of G' binary are (apart from the names of the nonterminals) a subset of those of the corresponding production of G binary. We stated earlier that the importance of the reduction-algorithm as a theoretical tool relies also on the fact that it preserves many AG-properties since it consists of interpretations. In what follows we will see, in fact, that this particular feature of the algorithm is useful for giving answers to questions arising from the second way of dealing with useless attributes which we have called Line 2.
Line 2. Useless attributes do not have influence on the meaning of a derivation tree, therefore, they do not need to be evaluated. We call translational approach to attribute evaluation the (theoretically more straightforward) point of view under which "evaluating a derivation t" means to compute the meaning of t (the value of its designated attribute) and, thus, does not require the evaluation of the useless attributes in t. The translational approach differs from the Fig. 3 . Some productions of G' binary with the corresponding semantic rules approach taken in most of the past work on AG [17, 2, 1, 16] , which we call conventional, and in which "evaluating a tree" means to compute all its attributes. In these earlier works, several classes of AG were introduced (adopting the conventional approach); among them we mention the classes (which we have already considered in Line 1) of noncircular AG [17] , L-AG [2] , and simple [2] and pure [1] multi-pass AG. Adopting the translational approach, all definitions of these classes can be easily changed into new definitions which characterize different classes of AG which we call translational. For instance, the conventional definition of L-AG [2] is as follows, "an AG G is L iff all attributes of each derivation tree t of G can be evaluated in one left-to-right pass over t", and the corresponding translational definition is, "an AG, is translationally L iff all useful attributes (i.e. the meaning) of each derivation tree t of G can be evaluated in one left-toright pass over t".
It is easy to see that a translational class, of AG is always larger than the corresponding conventional one: for example, (conventionally) noncircular AG S translationally noncircular AG (in which useless cycles are allowed). Note, however, that while for the (conventional) classes of L-AG and simple and pure multi-pass AG there are particularly straightforward attribute evaluation techniques, the same does not hold for the corresponding translational classes.
The existence of these translational classes of AG gives rise to several theoretical questions. First, we may wonder if it is decidable whether any given AG belongs to a particular translational class. Secondly, it is interesting to compare the classes of translations defined by a translational and the corresponding conventional class of AG.
The existence of the reduction-algorithm, we mentioned before, answers both these questions. In fact, we will prove that since it consists of interpretations, it constructs from any AG G an equivalent AG G' in reduced form such that the following is true: G belongs to some translational class iff G' does too, but, because G' is in reduced form, it also belongs to the corresponding conventional class. Thus, because the membership problem for conventional classes of AG is decidable, the reduction-algorithm gives an effective way of testing membership in translational classes. From these observations it also follows that the reduction-algorithm transforms each AG belonging to some translational class into an AG of the corresponding conventional class defining the same translation. Hence, eventhough a translational class is strictly larger than the corresponding conventional one, their classes of translations are the same.
The content of the paper is divided as follows. Sect. 1 consists of preliminary (standard) definitions about AG. Sect. 2 contains the important definitions of reduced AG and of translation and equivalence of AG. In Sect. 3 we introduce the concept of interpretation of an AG which is the abovementioned extension of CFG-forms to AG. General results, of which we will make use throughout the paper, will be proved on what is the relationship between two AG G and G', where G' is an interpretation of G.
In Sect. 4 we consider noncircular AG. We show that it is easy to test whether they are reduced and that there is an easily understandable algorithm which transforms any noncircular AG into a reduced AG defining the same translation.
In Sect. 5 we show that arbitrary (even circular) AG can be reduced without modifying their translation. The same result has been proved independently in [18] . With the purpose of reducing arbitrary AG we introduce an AG-transformation which, from any AG G, constructs an interpretation G' of G, which is equivalent to G and such that the attributes of its nonterminals depend on each other in a fixed way (see also [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] ). Apart from its importance in reducing AG, this transformation also proves that for every noncircular AG there is effectively an equivalent AG which is absolutely noncircular [16] .
Finally, in Sect. 6 we consider the time-complexity of the task of reducing AG. The reduction-algorithms of Sect. 4 and 5 take exponential time and here we show that there cannot be a polynomial algorithm performing the same task. In fact, we show that any algorithm for reducing AG takes exponential time (in the size of the given AG) infinitely many times. This result holds even if we allow the algorithm to produce from any AG G, a reduced AG G', no longer with the same translation as G, but just with the same output set (the range of the translation). Moreover the result holds even if G is an L-AG.
I. Preliminaries
This section consists of some terminology and definitions concerning attribute grammars (AG).
With the purpose of studying the formal power of AG we explicitly give, for each AG G, together with the usual specifications, its semantic domain D, which consists of an ordered pair (12, q~) , where 12 is a set of sets, called sets of attribute values, and 9 is a collection of mappings of the form f: V 1 • V 2 x... x V,,~V o with m>0 and Vie12 for ie [0, m] . The mappings in ~ are called semantic functions. We give now the definition of AG [17] and of other useful concepts related to them. Definition 1.1. An attribute grammar G is described in the following five points.
(1) G has a semantic domain O =(12o, q~o)-(2) G has a context-free grammar (CFG), Go=(Vt, V,,P,Z), called the underlying CFG of G. We assume G O to be always a reduced CFG in the usual sense. Throughout the paper a production peP of G O (and of G) is indicated as p: Fo~WoFlWl...w._lF.w,, where n>0, FIeV . and wieV,* for all ie[0, n]. When considering a derivation tree t of G, we assume its leaves to be labeled by terminals (or the empty string); the string resulting by concatenating these terminals from left-to-right is denoted by yield(t). A complete derivation tree is a derivation tree whose root is the start symbol Z.
(3) Each nonterminal F of V, has two associated disjoint sets, denoted S(F) and I(F), of synthesized and inherited attributes, respectively (shortly s-and iattributes). The initial nonterminal Z has only s-attributes and one of them, denoted d, is designated to hold the meaning of any complete derivation tree of G. The set of all attributes of F is A(F)=I(F)wS(F) and with b(F) we denote an attribute beA(F). [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] 17] ). Because derivation trees consist of productions, for each derivation tree t of G we obtain a graph, called derivation tree graph of t (dtg(t)), by pasting together appropriately the production-graphs of all the productions used in t (see also [16, 17] ). AG which satisfy the condition that for no complete derivation tree t the graph dtg(t) contains an oriented cycle are called noncircular AG [17] . Given an AG G, consider a nonterminal F of G. An is-graph of F is a graph which has as nodes the attributes of F and edges running only from /-attributes to sattributes [16, 17] . An is-graph g of F is valid if there exists a derivation tree t of G with root F, such that there is an edge from /-attribute a to s-attribute b in g iff in dtg(t) there is a corresponding oriented path from a to b of the root F. When this condition holds we say also that g is the is-graph of t (denoted g
=is(t)).
In general a nonterminal F of G has more than one valid is-graph.
When an AG is such that every nonterminal has exactly one valid is-graph we say that it is a one-behaviour AG.
Consider a derivation tree t of an AG G. Let the top-production of t be p, of the usual form, and let tl,...,t, be the subtrees of t rooted in the nonterminals F~ ..... F, of p. In order to compute the is-graph go of F o such that go =is(t) we do not need to consider the whole graph dtg(t). It is sufficient, in fact, to know pg(p) and gj=is(tj) for all j~ [1, n] . Let us transform pg(p) by adding to it, for each j~ [1, n] , the edges which are in gj; it is easy to see that the obtained graph contains a path running from an i-to an s-attribute of F 0 iff dtg(t) does too, and, therefore, go can be easily computed from it. A graph obtained in this way, that is, by "plugging into" pg(p) one is-graph gj for every right-hand side nonterminal Fj of p, is called an augmented production-graph of p and is indicated with pg(p)[gl,-.., g,]. An augmented production-graph of p is valid if the is-graphs of the nonterminals Fj are valid for all jell, n].
Translation and Equivalence of Attribute Grammars
In this section several important concepts, which we have intuitively described in the Introduction, are explained more precisely. We start from the concept of useful and useless attributes in a derivation tree, to arrive at the definition of meaning of a tree and, finally, at that of translation and equivalence of AG.
Consider a complete derivation tree t of an AG G. We call useful subgraph of dtg(t) the subgraph of dtg(t) which contains the designated attribute d of t, all those nodes of dtg(t) connected to d by some directed path in dtg(t), and all the edges of dtg(t) connecting these nodes. Clearly, the useful subgraph of dtg(t) contains all those attributes which are needed to evaluate the designated attribute d. Thus, we say that an attribute of t is useful in t if it belongs to the useful subgraph of dtg(t), otherwise it is useless in t. A complete derivation tree whose attributes are all useful is called reduced and an AG such that all its complete derivation trees are reduced is said to be in reduced form (or, simply, reduced ). An important concept in nonreduced trees is that of loose cycle: a loose cycle in a complete derivation tree t is a directed cycle in dtg(t) which is not connected to d, i.e., no attribute in the cycle is useful in t.
Let t be a complete derivation tree of an AG G. The meaning of t, denoted by ma(t), is the value of the designated attribute d. Clearly ma(t) is defined only if the useful subgraph of dtg(t) does not contain cycles: in this case the value of d can be obtained by evaluating in some order the semantic rules defining the useful attributes of t.
We define now the concepts of translation and equivalence of AG. We point out that the above definition of meaning of a tree t and thus, Definition 2.1(1) and 12) are based on the fact that we only require the evaluation of the designated attribute of t. In other words our definitions are based on the translational approach to attribute evaluation which we have described in the Introduction. Also in the Introduction we stated that it is easy to transform any AG-property based on the conventional approach into one based on the translational approach. In what follows we actually transform in this way several well known AG-properties. In the next section we will use these properties (both, conventional and translational) as examples of AGproperties which are preserved by the particular type of AG-transformation which we will define there.
In Sect. 1 we have given the conventional definition of noncircular AG [17] . The corresponding translational property is easy to find: an AG G is translationally noncircular if the meaning of each complete derivation tree t of G is defined, i.e., the useful subgraph of dtg(t) is acyclic. Clearly the translational definition allows cycles in dtg(t) as long as they are loose cycles. From this it is immediate that the class of translationally noncircular AG properly includes that of (conventionally) noncircular AG.
Let us also consider the following conventional definitions.
(1) Left-to-right one-pass evaluable AG (L-AG) I-23. An AG G is L iff all attributes of every complete derivation tree t of G can be evaluated by walking through t once in a depth-first fashion from left-to-right (such a sweep through t is called a pass).
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(2) Pure multi-pass AG [1] . An AG G is pure multi-pass iff for some k > 0, all attributes of every complete derivation tree t of G can be evaluated by performing a sequence of k passes through t.
(3) Simple multi-pass AG [-2, 1] . An AG G is simple multi-pass iff for some k>0, there is for each attribute a of G a pass number p(a)<=k, such that, for every complete derivation tree t of G, all attributes of t can be evaluated by a sequence of k passes through t, where in pass i all attributes a such that p(a)= i are evaluated, ie[-1, k].
The corresponding translational definitions are obtained by substituting in the three definitions above the "all attributes" with "all useful attributes". Thus, e.g., for translationally L-AG we do not care whether the useless attributes can be computed in one pass. For one-visit and translationally onevisit AG see [7] .
As in the case of noncircularity, it is clear that, if X is any of the three properties above, then, the class of translationally X-AG properly contains that of (conventionally) X-AG. However in Sect. 5 it will be proven that the classes of translations defined by translationally X-AG and X-AG over any semantic domain D are equal. In the coming section we introduce the main tool we use in order to obtain this result, the concept of AG-interpretation.
Attribute Grammar Interpretation
In this section we extend in a simple way the concept of context-free grammar form [4, 21, 23] to AG (in [3] the similar concept of covering for CFG is extended to AG). In this way we describe formally a class of AG transformations and we prove precise results which hold for every transformation of the class. Clearly, this extension is very natural and has many applications. In fact, ~n the first place, all the transformations we describe in this paper for reducing AG, are of this class and, in the second place, most of the AGtransformations, deviced in the past for changing AG of some class into equivalent AG of another class, fit into this framework. As examples of such transformations, we mention that in [103 a transformation of this type was used to prove that for every noncircular AG there exists (effectively) an equiva!ent simple multi-visit AG. In [18, 5, 22] , several transformations of this kind are also used in order to prove, among other things, that for every noncircular AG there exists an equivalent absolutely noncircular AG [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . This last transformation is also contained in Sect. 5 of this paper.
In order to introduce the definition of AG interpretation we need the following concept [21] . A finite substitution #, defined on alphabet V, is said to be a disjoint finite letter substitution (shortly: df/-substitution) if, for every A e V,, #(A) is a finite set of letters, and if A and B belong to V and A 4: B, then (4), will have the same set of semantic rules, apart from the "priming" of the nonterminals. and Def(p'), respectively. Hence, rp, consists of those semantic rules of rp which define the attributes in Def(p'). From this it follows that all the attributes which are used as arguments in these semantic rules must also be present in A(p'). In other words, because of the consistency-requirement and point (4) of Definition3.1, the attributes in Def(p') force the presence in A(p') of the attributes which are needed as arguments in the semantic rules of rp,. (2) of Definition 3.1 is satisfied). In Definition 3.1(4) we required that the semantic rules of each production of G' are a subset of those of the corresponding production of G (apart form the priming of the nonterminals). Assume, then, that this is true for the three productions p', p" and p"' of Fig. 4 , that is, assume that the semantic rule which, for example, in p' defines SE(A'), using sl(B' ) and s3(B' ) as arguments, is "the same" as the semantic rule which defines s2(A ) in p, i.e. it is sz(A')=f(sl(B'), sa(B')). At this point, it is easy to see from Fig. 4 that p' and p" may be productions of G', whereas p'" cannot. This is because, while the semantic rules of p which are passed to p' and p" satisfy the consistency-requirement of AG (see Definition 1.1), those of p'" do not: i2(B"') which belongs to Def(p'") is not defined by any semantic rule of p'". Note also that it would not be possible to add to p'" the semantic rule of p defining i2(B ) because B'" does not have the attribute s z which this rule needs as argument (cf. Observation 3.1). [] Intuitively, if G'~>G, then G' is very similar to G; let us see better how. From Definition 3.1 we know that for every F' of V,' there is a unique F~V, such that F'Ep(F); we denote this F by # I(F'). Thus, # 1 is a mapping from V,' to V,. Similarly, for each production p' of G'I there is a unique production p of G such that p'ep(p) and again we can write p=#-l(p'). Extending in an obvious way # and/~-~ to derivation trees of G and G', it is clear that, for each derivation tree t' of G', there is a unique derivation tree t of G such that t'~la (t) or t=#-l(t'). Note that obviously t and t' differ simply for the labels of the internal nodes whereas yield(t)= yield(f). In case the mapping p 1 on complete derivation trees is onto, i.e., for every complete derivation tree t of G there is a complete derivation tree t' of G' such that t=#-t(t'), we say that G' is a full interpretation of G.
These observations have clarified the syntactic similarity between G and G'. In what follows we will consider the semantic similarity between G and G' in terms of attribute dependencies and translation.
Let t and t' be derivation trees of G and G', respectively, such that t =#-~(t'). As noted before, t and t' have the same structure and differ only in the labeling of internal nodes, i.e., if F and F' are (labels of) corresponding nodes of t and t', then #-I(F')=F. Consider now dtg(t) and dtg(t'). Since for corresponding nodes F and F', A(F)~_A(F'), (cf. Definition 3.1(2)), each node of dtg(t') has a corresponding node in dtg(t).
Moreover, since the semantic rules in G' are a subset of those of G (cf. Definition 3.1(4)), each edge in dtg(t') has a corresponding edge in dtg(t). In this sense, we can identify corresponding nodes and edges of dtg(t) and dtg(t'). Thus, in general, we can view dtg(t') as a subgraph of dtg(t), which we denote by dtg(t)_~dtg(t'); in particular cases dtg(t) and dtg(t') may even be equal.
With these remarks in mind, let us compare the semantics of two AG G and G' such that G'~G. (
1) If t and t' are complete derivation trees of G and G', respectively, such that t=# l(t'), then dtg(t)~_dtg(t')~_useful subgraph of dtg(t)=useful subgraph of dtg(t'). If, moreover, G' is a simple interpretation of G, then dtg(t)= dtg(t').
(2) TG~ T ~,
is a full interpretation of G, then TG=T w (i.e., G and G' are equivalent).
Proof. The fact that dtg(t)~dtg(t'), (dtg(t)=dtg(t') in case G' is a simple interpretation of G) is immediate from Definition 3.1: each node and edge of dtg(t') has a corresponding node and edge in dtg(t) (cf. remarks before the Lemma). From this and the fact that t and t' have the same designated attribute d (Definition 3.1(5)), it follows that useful subgraph of dtg(t)_~useful subgraph of dtg(t'). By induction on the length of paths in dtg(t), which run from useful attributes to d, it is possible to show that useful subgraph of dtg(t') ~_useful subgraph of dtg(t), using the fact that any attribute present in both trees is defined by the "same" semantic rule (see Observation 3.1).
Point (2) of the Lemma is shown as follows. Since dtg(t) and dtg(t') have the same useful subgraph and since the semantic rules defining attributes in both trees are "equal", mG(t)=mG,(t' ). Thus, from the fact that yield (t)=yield (t'), we have that T G~_ TG,. Point (3) is immediate from the preceding ones. [] We will now look at some interesting properties of AG interpretations. First of all, it is easy to see that, as in the CF-case, AG-interpretations are transitive, i.e. if Gzu~zG 1 and GI~G , then Gztz~G , where /~ is the dflsubstitution obtained by composing, in the obvious way,/~1 and Pz-A second interesting aspect of AG interpretations, which we already mentioned in the Introduction, is that they preserve many AG-properties, i.e., if G'~G and G has some particular property, then also G' does. First, it is b~ obvious that if G has, for instance, only s-attributes, or only /-attributes, so does G'. Secondly, we will show that interpretations preserve the more interesting AG-properties which we have described in Sect. 2 under both, the conventional and the translational approach.
The fact that noncircularity and the L-property (under both approaches) are preserved under interpretations is immediate from Lemma 3.1. In what follows we give an informal argument showing that also the pure and the simple multi-pass properties (conventional and translational) are preserved. The same result can be proved in a similar way also for other AG properties as, for instance, the one-visit, the pure and the simple multi-visit [19, 10] and multisweep [11] properties.
Let G'w-G and t and t' be complete derivation trees of G and G' such that # #-l(t')=t. If there is a way of evaluating all (or all useful) attributes in t, by performing k left-to-right passes (k>0) over t, then, since, by Lemma 3.1, dtg(t) _~ dtg(t')~_ useful subgraph of dtg(t)= useful subgraph of dtg(t'), in the same way all (or all useful) attributes of t' can also be computed. Therefore, if G is pure multi-pass so is G'. Let us now consider the simple multi-pass property. Assume that G is simple multi-pass, that is, for some k>0 there is a pass number p(a)e [1, k] for each attribute a of G, such that every occurrence of a is evaluated during pass p(a). Consider again t and t' of G and G' such that t =#-i(t'). From Lemma 3.1 it is immediate to see that if all occurrences of an attribute a in t can be evaluated during pass p(a), then, those occurrences of a, which are present also in t', can be evaluated during pass p(a) too. Hence, the pass-assignment to attributes carries over from G to G' and, thus, G' is also simple multi-pass.
Observe that, in the case that G' is a full interpretation of G, for translational AG-properties, a stronger result holds: G has a translational property iff also G' does. This follows from Lemma 3.1(1) which states that two corresponding complete derivation trees of G and G' have the same useful subgraph. This stronger result will be useful later for showing that translational properties of AG are decidable.
Reducing Noncircular Attribute Grammars
In this section we consider the problem of reducing noncircular AG. We do this first of all because the class of noncircular AG is the largest class of AG of practical importance, and secondly because it is possible to characterize noncircular AG in reduced form by means of easily testable conditions. This characterization will then be the basic intuition behind the proof that for every noncircular AG there is an equivalent one in reduced form. This proof is based on an algorithm, called the NC-reduction-algorithm, which for every noncircular AG G constructs a full interpretation G' of G in reduced form. The NC-reduction-algorithm will play an important role also in the next section, where we will face the general problem of reducing arbitrary AG. We can already say that, in the general case, the process of reducing an AG will be more complicated and that the NC-reduction-algorithm will perform the first of a chain of three transformations needed for the reduction.
Let us see how to test whether a noncircular AG is in reduced form. The obvious observation that, if an attribute of a derivation tree is useful, then it must be used to define another useful attribute or d, is sufficient to show that if G is in reduced form, then it meets condition (2). Condition (1) is trivial because no s-attribute of the root other than d can be useful.
Assume that G meets conditions (1) and (2). This implies that for any complete derivation tree t of G, all attributes of t, apart from d, are used as arguments of some semantic rule in t. This means that in the graph dtg(t) there is only one node with outdegree equal to zero which is d, and all other nodes have at least one edge exiting them. From this, it is easy to understand that either all nodes of dtg(t) are connected to d or there is a loose cycle in dtg(t). But, because we assumed G to be noncircular, dtg(t) cannot contain cycles of any sort. Hence, every attribute of t is useful in t and therefore G is in reduced form. [] We illustrate the result we just stated by means of the following example. Fig. 5 ; the corresponding semantic rules are omitted because they have no relevance in our discussion.
Clearly G can produce only three complete derivation trees, t~, t 2 and G, corresponding to the derivations Z=~BC=~ab, Z~BC *=~ac and Z~BC =~ ad, respectively. From Fig. 6 , which represents the derivation tree graphs of t 1, t 2 and t 3, it is easy to see that while t 1 and t 2 contain only useful attributes (connected with d), t 3 does not: i~(B), s2(B), il(C) are useless in t 3. Therefore G is not in reduced form. Clearly, this fact is due to production C~d which, in fact, does not satisfy the second condition of Lemma 4.1 (i~ (C) is not used). Observe, however, that the AG obtained from G by eliminating production C~d satisfies both conditions of Lemma4.1 and is, in fact, in reduced form: it produces only trees t~ and t 2.
After the following theorem we will see how G can be transformed into an equivalent reduced AG. [] The idea of the preceding Lemma, that a noncircular AG is in reduced form whenever all attributes are used, is the basis of the transformation which will follow and by means of which we show how noncircular AG can be reduced. Roughly, the transformation works as follows: each production p of the given AG G, which has the usual form Proof We denote the underlying CFG's of G and G' with (V, V,,P,Z) and (Vt, V,', P', Z'), respectively. First we give an algorithm which constructs, for every noncircular AG G, a full interpretation G' of G in reduced form; later we prove its correctness. Condition ($): the semantic rules rl, ..., r m or rp which define the attributes in Def(p'), i.e., those in SA o and IAj,je [1, n] , must use as arguments all (and only) the attributes in A(p')-Def(p'), i.e., in IA o and SAj,je [1, n] . This ends the NC-reduction-a|gorithm. It is immediate from Lemma4.1 that, since all productions of G' satisfy condition ($), G' is in reduced form. It is also straightforward to see that G'~-G. In order to show that G' is also equivalent to G, it is sufficient, by ,u Lemma 3.1(3), to show that G' is a full interpretation of G, i.e., for every complete derivation tree t of G, there exists a complete derivation tree t' of G', such that t=p ~(t'). We show that this is true with the following argument. Let t be a complete derivation tree of G and relabel each node F of t with the symbol (F, A'), where A' contains those attributes of F which are useful in t. Let t' be the resulting tree; clearly t'~p(t). We will show that t' is a complete derivation tree of G'. Let production p of the usual form Fo--*woF ~ wl... w,_ 1F,w,, be used in t and assume that each nonterminal F~ of p is relabeled in t' by (F/, A'i) , ie[0, n]. As in point(a) of the NC-reduction-algorithm we indicate the subsets of the i-and s-attributes ofA'/with IA'~ and SA'~, respectively. Consider the semantic rules r 1 .... ,r of rp which define the attributes in SA o and IAj, j~ [1, n] . With an argument similar to that of the first part of Lemma 4.1, it is easy to prove that the attributes in IA o and SA~, j~ [1, n] , since they are useful in t, must be all used as arguments by the rules r~ .... , r,,: they must be used to define the other useful attributes of p. Moreover, no other attribute in A(p) can be an argument of these semantic rules because, in this case, it would also be useful. From this, it follows that production p': (F o, Ao) ~ wo(F 1, A'I) wl... w,_ I(F,, A',) w,, where each (F/, AI) has the attributes in A' i and which has the semantic rules r~ .... ,r that we have specified above (with the appropriate renaming of the nonterminals), satisfies condition ($) and is, therefore, a production of G'. This obviously holds for all productions of t, hence t' is a complete derivation tree of G' such that t=p ~(t'). Thus, by Lemma 3.1(3) G and G' are equivalent (TG= T~,).
Observe that the mapping # 1 is one-to-one. Let, in fact, t' and t" be complete derivation trees of G' such that p-l(t')=p-l(t")=t, where t is clearly a complete derivation tree of G. By Lemma 3.1, it follows that useful subgraph of dtg(t') = useful subgraph of dtg(t") = useful subgraph of dtg(t) and, because G' is reduced, useful subgraph of dtg(t')=dtg(t')=useful subgraph of dtg(t") =dtg(t"). Thus, corresponding nodes of t' and t" have the same attributes and, therefore, the same nonterminal label (see NC-reduction-algorithm). Thus, t' =t". [] is not in reduced form. We will now use the NC-reduction-algorithm in order to obtain a reduced AG G' equivalent to G and such that G'~G. For questions of # space and simplicity we will not give all the nonterminals and the productions which would be actually assigned to G' by the NC-reduction algorithm, but only those which can be used in a complete derivation tree of G' (the useful nonterminals and productions of G', in the context-free sense). Recall that G produces only the three complete derivation trees tl, t 2 and t 3 which are shown in Fig. 6 and that in t I and t 2 all attributes are useful, whereas in t3, il(B ), s2(B ) and il(C ) are useless. with the same set of semantic rules as the corresponding productions of G. These productions of G' obviously generate two complete derivation trees t' 1 and t~ such that t1=p-x(t'l) and tz=#-t(t2) and also dtg(t0=dtg(t' 0 and dtg(t2) = dtg(t2).
For producing a tree corresponding to t a of G and containing only its useful attributes, G has also the productions of Fig. 7 , where nonterminals B"
and C" are in #(B) and #(C) and have the following attributes sets: A(B") = {i2, S1}, A(C")={i2,s1,s2}.
It is easy to see that these three productions are actually produced by the NC-reduction-algorithm (they satisfy condition ($)).
For showing that no other production generated for G' by the NC-reduction-algorithm can be used in a complete derivation tree of G' we could use the fact, showed at the end of Theorem 4.1, that /t-1 over derivation trees is one-to-one: with the productions described so far G' produces three complete derivation trees which correspond to the three of G. However we prefer to give the following intuitive argument. Consider the productions of Fig. 8 , where /~#(B), C~t(C), A(/~)--{il, s2} and A(C)= {ia, sl, s2}. Clearly the first two productions of Fig. 8 satisfy condition ($) of the NCreduction-algorithm. Hence, they will be productions of G'. However they will be useless. Note, in fact, that C cannot derive a terminal symbol, because, as 
(4)). []
We observe that Theorem 4.1 is very similar and can be viewed as an extension of a result of [12] which shows that every IO macro grammar can be transformed into an equivalent IO macro grammar having only argument preserving productions; where a production is argument preserving if all the arguments of the left-hand side function symbol appear also in the right-hand side.
A precise connection between IO macro grammars and AG was shown in [6] , see also [7] . Consider the class of (conventionally) noncircular AG having at most one s-attribute for each nonterminal (1S-AG) and which are defined over the semantic domain STRINGS of all strings over some finite alphabet and with string concatenation as only operation. In [6, 7] it is shown that the class of output languages (range of the translation, see Sect. 2) defined by 1S-AG over STRINGS is equal to the class of IO macro languages over 2:.
The similarity between IO macro grammars and AG can be explained intuitively as follows: a function symbol F, of an IO macrogrammar G, can be viewed as having one s-attribute whose value is the terminal string w produced by F, and the list of arguments of F can be viewed as /-attributes which may or may not be used in the generation of w. Clearly, if all productions of G are argument preserving, then, in any derivation of a terminal string w from F all arguments of F are used in generating w. From this it should be easy to see the similarity between the result of [12] and our Theorem 4.1.
It is also interesting to note that the proof of the result of [12] uses a construction very similar to the NC-reduction-algorithm of Theorem 4.1. From an IO macro grammar G, an equivalent IO macro grammar G' with only argument preserving productions, is constructed as follows. For each function symbol F of G with m arguments, G' has one function symbol of the form F x for each subset I of the set {1, ..., m}. Clearly, F ~ has only the arguments of F which are indicated in I and derives in G' those terminal strings, derivable from F in G, for which only the arguments in ! are needed. For each
production p of G, has all the productions which can be obtained by substituting in p the new nonterminals of G' for the corresponding ones of G, and which are argument preserving.
From this it is clear that we can view the produced IO macro grammar G' as an interpretation of G.
G. Fil6
The analogy between the argument preserving condition, met by the productions of G', and condition ($) of the NC-reduction-algorithm is also straightforward.
With Theorem 4.1 we have accomplished our first main goal of showing that noncircular AG can be reduced. In the next section we will solve also the general problem of reducing arbitrary AG. Many of the proofs and observations of this section will turn out to be useful in the next one.
Reducing Arbitrary Attribute Grammars
In this section we extend the result of Theorem 4.1, showing that also arbitrary AG, i.e., not necessarily noncircular or even translationally noncircular AG, can be reduced without modifying their translations. The NC-reduction-algorithm of Theorem 4.1 will be useful also in this extension, but further transformations of the resulting AG are needed for obtaining a reduced AG.
In order to understand what sort of new transformations must be added to the NC-reduction-algorithm, we start by stating in the following result (whose proof will be given later) that the interpretation G1, produced by the NCreduction-algorithm from an arbitrary AG G, even if not reduced, still has some interesting properties.
Result 5.1. If G~ is the interpretation produced by the NC-reduction-algorithm of Theorem 4.1 from an arbitrary AG G, then the following two points hold.
Point 1)
For any complete derivation tree t of G, there is a reduced complete derivation tree tt of Gx, such that t=/~ 1(tl). (Note that this implies that G1 is a full interpretation of G and, by Lemma 3.1, that dtg(t0=useful subgraph of dtg(t)).
Point 2) Let t~ be a complete derivation tree of G~. If t~ is not reduced, then dtg(tl) contains a loose cycle. [] Thus, G 1 is not necessarily reduced: for each complete derivation tree t of G, G 1 has a reduced tree tl such that t=/~-~(t~), but it may also have other trees t'~ such that t=#-a(t'l) and which contain loose cycles and hence useless attributes. Therefore, what we will do is to filter from G 1 the trees with loose cycles and keep only the reduced ones. The main difficulty in doing this is due to the fact that the same attribute may be, in certain instances, useful and, in certain others, in a loose cycle. We overcome this difficulty by transforming G~ into a simple full interpretation G 2 in which the dependency behaviour of the attributes is somehow fixed. The idea for doing this is the same as that of the circularity test of [17] . From this test, we know that the presence of cycles in a derivation tree t can be tested as follows: compute the is-graph of each node of t and check, for each production p of t, whether the corresponding valid augmented production-graph of p, contains a cycle (see Preliminaries). Among the same lines, we build G 2 from G 1 by adding is-graphs to the nonterminals of G~ and by constructing the productions of G 2 from those of G~ in such a way that the i-to s-attribute dependencies, specified in the is-graph of each nonterminal, are respected. More precisely, the AG G 2 will be a one-behaviour simple full interpretation of G~.
The fact that G 2 is one-behaviour implies that for each production p of G 2 there is only one valid augmented production-graph which represents the dependencies among the attributes of p in every derivation tree containing p. Therefore, if this graph contains a cycle, then, for every derivation tree t in which p occurs, dtg(t) contains a corresponding cycle and, vice versa, if dtg(t) contains a cycle then a production of t has a cyclic valid augmented production-graph. Hence, it is easy to detect the productions of G 2 giving rise to cycles and, in particular, since by Lemma 3.1, Result 5.1 holds also for G2, those giving rise to loose cycles. Deleting these productions from G 2 is the last step needed in order to obtain from it a reduced AG G'.
Summarizing, we reduce arbitrary AG in three steps, each consisting of an interpretation. The first step consists of the NC-reduction-algorithm of Theorem 4.1; from the AG G 1 produced by it, we build a one-behaviour simple full interpretation G 2 and, finally, eliminating some productions from G2, we obtain a reduced AG G' equivalent to the AG G from which we had started.
After this intuitive idea of the transformations involved in the process of reducing arbitrary AG, we start their formal description by giving the proof of Result 5.1.
Proof of Result 5.1. (Point 1)
Note that the proof in Theorem 4.1, of the fact that the interpretation defined by the NC-reduction-algorithm is a full interpretation, does not depend on the assumption that the input AG is noncircular. Thus, the same argument proves that also in the case of an arbitrary AG G, the following holds: for every complete derivation tree t of G, there is a complete derivation tree tl of G1, such that t=lt ~(t~) and which contains exactly those attributes which are useful in t. Hence, from Lemma 3.1, t I is reduced.
(Point2) Point2 is immediate from the fact that each production of G~ satisfies condition ($) of the NC-reduction-algoritbm (cf. 2nd part of the proof of Lemma 4.1). [] Observation 5.1. In Theorem 4.1 we have shown that, if G is a noncircular AG, then the interpretation G1, produced by the NC-reduction-algorithm from G, is such that the mapping /~-1 on complete derivation trees is one-to-one. From Result 5.1 it follows that this is, in general, not true in case G is an arbitrary AG.
In order to explain what trees correspond in G~ to one complete derivation tree t of G, we introduce the following concept.
A closed subgraph of dtg(t) is a subgraph h of dtg(t) satisfying the following conditions: (i) the designated attribute d is in h; (ii) if an attribute a o of dtg(t) is in h, then all the attributes a 1 ..... % from which, in dtg(t), there are edges entering a o (i.e., all the attributes which are arguments of the semantic rule defining ao), and all these edges are in h; (iii) all attributes in h, apart from d, have at least one edge exiting them.
From the definition, it is not difficult to see that a closed subgraph of dtg(t) contains the useful subgraph of dtg(t) and if it contains attributes which are The new production-graph of production Z--*B C useless in t, they are, by condition (iii), connected to, or directly participating in a loose cycle (see Lemma 4.1). We claim that for each complete derivation tree t of G, G 1 has one corresponding complete derivation tree t~ for each closed subgraph h of t and such that dtg(t0=h. The tree tl is obtained from t by relabeling each node F of t with (F, A'),
where A'~_A(F) contains those attributes of F which are in h. The fact that t~ is a tree of G~ can be proven with a similar argument as that used in Theorem 4.1: a closed subgraph h of dtg(t), as the useful subgraph of which is a generalization, has the important property that all attributes in h are used to define other attributes in h, and this is the property which, by condition ($) of the NC-reduction-algorithm, is satisfied by each production of G t. From this fact, it is also easy to show that for every complete derivation tree t~ of G~, if t is the tree of G such that t=/~-~(t~), then dtg(t 0 is a closed subgraph ofdtg(t). [] As we stated above, for reducing an arbitrary AG we will need three successive transformations. In order to describe each of these transformations, we consider a circular AG G and follow its modifications step by step, until finally it will be in reduced form. The following example illustrates the first step consisting of the NC-reduction-algorithm.
Example 5.1. Consider the AG G which is the same as the AG of Example 4.1, apart from the dependencies of the attributes in production Z~BC which are now as in Fig. 9 . Note that again the actual semantic rules associated with the productions of G are omitted because they have no relevance in our discussion.
As the AG of Example 4.1, G generates only three complete derivation trees tx, t 2 and t 3 whose derivation tree graphs are represented in Fig. 10 .
It is easy to see that dtg(tl) contains a loose cycle which involves the attributes i2(B), s t (B), i 2(C) and s2(C), while the other attributes are useful, t z is a reduced tree, and t 3 has some useful and some useless attributes. Because of the cycle in dtg(tl), G is (conventionally) circular, but, because the cycle is loose (not connected to d), G is translationally noncircular. We will now describe the AG GI produced from G by the NC-reduction-algorithm. As in Example 4.1 we will only give the useful productions of G~ and, in order to find them, we will make use of Observation 5. It is easy to see from Fig. 10 that, (i) t 1 has two closed subgraphs: the whole dtg(tl) and the useful subgraph of dtg(t0, (ii) t 2 and t 3 have only one closed subgraph each: the whole dtg(t2), because t 2 is reduced, and the useful subgraph of dtg(t3), respectively. Hence, G 1 has two trees ~ and ~, corresponding to t~ and two trees, 62 and t~, corresponding to t 2 and t3, respectively, (the superscript c stands for cyclic and r for reduced). The productions and nonterminals of G1 generating ~ and t~ are easy to find. It is sufficient, in fact, to observe that the production of G used in t~ and t 2 satisfy condition ($) of the NC-reduction-algorithm (cf. Fig. 10 ). Thus, G~ has nonterminals Z', B', and C', in /~(Z), #(B), and #(C), respectively, with the same attribute sets as Z, B, and C in G. Moreover, G~ has productions Z'~B'C', B'~a, C'~b, C'~c with the same semantic rules as the corresponding productions of G (cf. the NC-reduction-algorithm). Clearly, these productions of G 1 generate ~ and 62. For the two remaining trees t~ and t~ of G x we simply "take away", from dtg(t 0 and dtg(t3) of Fig. 10 , the useless attributes, keeping only their useful subgraphs. In this way it is easy to obtain the nonterminals and the productions of G~ generating t~ and r They are represented in Fig. 11 . The first three productions generate t~ and the others t" 3. These productions satisfy condition ($) and, therefore, they are constructed by the NCreduction-algorithm. It is also easy to see that the trees t~ and ~3 that they produce, indeed are as we want, i.e., dtg(~)=useful subgraph of dtg(t 0 and dtg(t~3)=useful subgraph of dtg(t3). [] As we said in the introductory part of this section, our second step in reducing arbitrary AG will be to show that for every AG G there is a simple full interpretation of G which is one-behaviour. A similar construction can be found also in [14, 5, 18, 22] .
Theorem 5.1. For every AG G, there is effectively an equivalent AG G' such that:
(1) G' is a simple full interpretation of G,
C'" We describe the interpretation G' of G by means of the following algorithm.
One-behaviour algorithm (a) We define a dfl-substitution # over V t ~ V, as follows.
For every nonterminal F of G, #(F) contains one symbol (F,g), for each possible is-graph g of F. Because Z has by definition only s-attributes, it has only one possible is-graph which we indicate with ~b because it has no edges.
Thus,/~(Z) = {(Z, ~b)}. As usual p(a)= {a} for every ae V, (b) The AG G' is defined as follows. (i) G' has the same terminal alphabet V, as G.
(ii) V'=U{#(F)IFeG}, (F,g)e/~(F) has the same attribute set as F, i.e.,
A((F, g)) = A(F).
(iii) The start symbol of G' is Z'=(Z, th) and it has the same designated attribute d as G.
(iv) The set P' of productions of G' is built as follows. For every production p of G of the usual form F o ~w o F 1 wt... w,_ t F, w., P' contains a production p' of the form (Fo, go)~wo(F1, gl) wl.-. w,_ I(F., g.) w,, for every combination of is-graphs Go .... , g, of F o ..... F., respectively, which satisfies the following condition (.). (v) The semantic rules in rp, are the same as those in rp apart from the usual renaming of the nonterminals. This ends the One-behaviour algorithm.
The fact that G' is a simple interpretation of G is clear from the Onebehaviour algorithm. It is easy to prove, using induction on the height of derivation trees t' of G', that, if (F, g) is the root of t', then is(t')=g. (and also g =is(t), where t=/z-l(t')). This clearly shows that G' is one-behaviour. From this it should also be easy to see that, corresponding to each nonterminal F of G, G' has as many useful (in the context-free sense) nonterminals as there are valid is-graphs of F in G. By Lemma 3.1(3), in order to show that G and G' are equivalent, it is sufficient to show that G' is a full interpretation of G. In proving this we use a technique similar to that of Theorem 4.1. Consider a complete derivation tree t of G and relabel every node F of t with the symbol (F,g), where g is the is-graph of the subtree of t rooted in F; let t' be the resulting tree. We show that t' is a complete derivation tree of G' with the following argument. Assume that production p: Fo~woF ~w I ... Wn_lFnW n is used in t and that every F i of p, through the relabeling, becomes (F~, g) in t', it[0, n]. Because of the way the relabeling is done, it is clear that the is-graphs g~ respect condition (.) of the One-behaviour algorithm (see Preliminaries). Hence, (Fo, go)~wo(Fl, gl)Wl ... w,_l(F,,g,) w . is a production of G'. Since this is true for all the productions of t, t' is a tree of G'. This shows that G and G' are equivalent. [] Apart from the use we will soon make of it, the preceding theorem has an important consequence which we explain shortly as follows. In [16] the class of absolutely noncircular AG was introduced together with a particularly interesting attribute evaluation technique for them. It is easy to prove that a noncircular one-behaviour AG is also absolutely noncircular. Therefore, because of the fact that noncircularity is preserved by interpretations (cf. Sect. 3), Theorem 5.1 shows that for every noncircular AG there is effectively an equivalent absolutely noncircular AG. In the following example we continue our process of reducing the circular AG G of Example 5.1.
Example 5.2. Consider the AG G t which, in Example 5.1, was obtained from G by means of the NC-reduction-algorithm. We will now transform it into an equivalent one-behaviour AG G2, using the One-behaviour algorithm of Theorem 5.1.
Observe that in G1, apart from Z', whose only valid is-graph is anyhow ~b, only nonterminal C' can derive two terminal strings (through productions C'~b and C'--,c), whereas all other nonterminals generate exactly one terminal string: B', B" and B"' generate a, C" generates b, and C'" generates d. This obviously implies that in G~ C' has two valid is-graphs gl and g2 which are represented in Fig. 12 , whereas each of the other nonterminals of G~ has only one valid is-graph. From these observations it is easy to see that the onebehaviour AG G2, produced from G~ by the One-behaviour algorithm, has two useful nonterminals, C'I=(C',g 0 and C2=(C',g2) , corresponding to C', and only one corresponding to each of the other nonterminals of G1. We keep for these last nonterminals of G 2 the same names as the corresponding nonterminals of G~, so, if gs" is the only valid is-graph of B", we will indicate the nonterminal of G 2 corresponding to B" still with B" rather than with (B", gB").
From what we have said so far, it should be easy to understand that G 2 has two productions Z'~B'C' 1 and Z'~B'C'2, corresponding to Z'~B'C' of G 1 and that, corresponding to C'~b and C'~c of G 1, G 2 has the productions C'~b and C'2~c , respectively. This roughly means that C', which has two valid is-graphs in G~, gets split into two nonterminals of G2, each with one of the is-graphs. Clearly, all the other productions of G 1 are passed unchanged to G2: they involve nonterminals already having only one valid is-graph. Recall that G 2 is a simple interpretation of G1. Hence, each nonterminal in G 2 has the same attributes as the corresponding nonterminal of G~, and, therefore, every production of G 2 has the same semantic rules (thus, the same production-graph) as those of the corresponding production of G~. Therefore, Fig. 10 and 11 , which give the production-graphs for G~ represent also those for G 2. However, we prefer, for questions of understanding, to repeat the production-graphs in Fig. 13 . Note that in Fig. 13 the production-graphs of Z'~B'C'~ and Z'~B'C' 2 are given together: they are both equal to that of Z'-,B'C' of G 1.
The observations made in the proof of Theorem 5.1, should be sufficient for understanding that those represented in Fig. 13 are all Proof G is transformed into G' in three steps, using all the previous results of the section.
Step 1. G is transformed into G 1 using the NC-reduction-algorithm of Theorem 4.1. (GI~G).
Step 2. G a is transformed into G z using the One-behaviour algorithm (G2u~G1). Step3. Finally, from G 2 we obtain G' by eliminating from G 2 those productions in whose valid augmented production-graphs there are cycles which are not connected with any s-attribute of the left-hand side nonterminal. Recall that G 2 is one-behaviour and, therefore, each production of G 2 has only one valid augmented production-graph. Note that G' is an interpretation of G 2, i.e., G'~G 2, where /~3 is the identity dfl-substitution, but it is not a full in-,u3 terpretation of G 2.
The fact that G'~G follows immediately from the fact that the composition /1 of interpretations is also an interpretation (cf. Sect. 3). Thus, G'~G2~Glt>G
implies G't>G, where /z is the rift-substitution obtained by composing pl, p2 /1 and #3. Point(2) of the theorem is proved by the following argument. In any complete derivation tree tl of G~, if an attribute is useless, then it is connected to, or directly participates in a loose cycle of dtg(t~) (cf. Point 2 of Result 5.1 and Observation 5.1). By Lemma 3.1, this also holds for the trees of G 2 since G 2 is a simple full interpretation of G~. Moreover G 2 is one-behaviour, there-fore, each production p of G 2 has only one valid augmented production-graph which gives the dependencies among the attributes of p in whatever derivation tree p occurs. From this the following is easy to prove: let t 2 be a complete derivation tree of G 2, dtg(t2) contains a loose cycle iff a production p of t 2 has in its valid augmented production-graph a cycle which is not connected with any s-attribute of the left-hand side nonterminal of p. (Hint: consider the top most loose cycle in dtg(t2) ). Hence, since in Step 3 all these productions are eliminated from G 2 in order to obtain G', no complete derivation tree of G' contains a loose cycle. Thus, by Result 5.1(2), G' is in reduced form.
It remains to show that G and G' are equivalent. Again, by Lemma 3.1, it suffices to show that G' is a full interpretation of G. We do this by following the transformation of G into G' step by step.
Step I. By Result 5.1(1), for every complete derivation tree t of G there is a reduced complete derivation tree t I of G~ such that t=#l-l(tl) and dtg(t 0 = useful subgraph of dtg(t).
Step2. Since, by Theorem 5.1, G 2 is a simple full interpretation of G 1, by Lemma 3.1, for every reduced complete derivation tree t~ of G~, there is a corresponding tree t 2 of G 2 such that dtg(tl)= dtg(t2). Hence, t 2 is still reduced.
Step3. Clearly a reduced tree does not contain loose cycle. Thus, from the above proof of point (2) of this theorem, none of the productions used in the reduced tree t 2 of G 2 is eliminated in Step 3. Hence, t 2 is also a derivation tree of G'.
Altogether this proves that G' is a full interpretation of G. Hence G and G' are equivalent. [] In the previous examples of this section we have transformed a given AG G by means of the NC-reduction and the One-behaviour algorithms into an equivalent AG G 2 which is one-behaviour and which satisfies Point 1 and 2 of Result 5.1. In the following Example we use the information embedded in the nonterminals of G 2 in order to obtain from it a reduced AG G' equivalent to the AG G from which we have started.
Example 5.3. Consider the one-behaviour AG G 2 constructed in Example 5.2 and whose production-graphs are in Fig. 13 . It is not difficult to see that, among all the productions of G 2, only Z'~B'C'I, as shown in Fig. 14 (cf. with t~ of Fig. 10) , has a loose cycle in its valid augmented production-graph.
Thus, by Theorem 5.2, it is sufficient to eliminate Z'~B'C' 1 from G 2 in order to obtain an AG G' such that G'E>G, where G is the AG from which we started in Exampld 5.1, and such that G' is in reduced form and equivalent to G.
In order to see that this is actually true, note that production C'~b is now useless in G' and that, with the remaining productions, G' can generate three reduced complete derivation trees t'~, t~ and t 3 (whose derivation tree graphs are in Fig. 15) . Recall now that G can also generate only three complete derivation trees tl, t z and t 3 (see Fig. 10 ). At this point, it is sufficient to compare Fig. 10 and 15 to see that ti=p-l(t'i) and dtg(Q is equal to the useful subgraph of dtg(Q, for each i~ [1, 3] . [] We want to point out the fact that the AG G' in Example 5.3 is (conventionally) noncircular (see Fig. 15 ). This is particularly interesting because the AG G from which we started in Example 5.1 was (conventionally) circular and only translationally noncircular (see Fig. 10 : the cycle in dtg(tl) consists only of attributes useless in tl). From this it can be seen that, reducing an AG having some translational property, means also transforming it into an equivalent AG which has the corresponding conventional property. Then, because conventional properties of AG are decidable, reduction can be used also for deciding translational properties. This intuition is made precise in the following results. Proof The proof of both points is based on the following facts.
(1) An AG in reduced form is translationally X iff it is conventionally X. (2) If G' is a full interpretation of G, then, G is translationally X iff G' is also translationally X (see the end of Sect. 3).
Thus, in order to test whether an AG G is translationally X, it is sufficient to construct its equivalent reduced, full interpretation G', as in Theorem 5.2, and test whether G' is conventionally X which is decidable [17, 2, 9] . For showing point (ii), observe that every conventionally X-AG is obviously also translationally X and that, by Theorem 5.2 and (2) above, for every translationally X-AG there is an equivalent reduced translationally X-AG, which is, by (1) above, also conventionally X. [] Analogous results for other translational properties of AG can be proven in the same way: for example, for translational one-visit [7] and translational pure and simple multi-visit [19, 10] .
We will now consider the time complexity of the process of reducing arbitrary AG which is described in Theorem 5.2. For doing this we need the notion of size of an AG G, denoted with IGI, which is the length of some coding of the nonterminals of G with their attributes, and of the productions of G with their semantic rules. It is easy to see that the first two steps of Theorem 5.2 are the most time consuming ones, whereas the third step is surely polynomial in the size of G 2. Let us start, then, by considering the first step which consists of the NC-reduction-algorithm.
Observe that, since the NC-reduction-algorithm suffices for reducing noncircular AG, from the analysis of its time complexity we will obtain an upper bound for this task.
Let G be the AG we want to reduce. For any production p of G of the usual form Fo~woFlw 1 ...w,_iF, w,, we call np the number of attributes in Def(p), i.e., the attributes in S(Fo) and I(Fi) , i~ [1, n] . Clearly, for each production p of G, np<lG], since, by the consistency-requirement for AG, rp must contain np semantic rules defining all attributes in Def(p). The NC-reductionalgorithm generates for G~ 2 "p productions corresponding to p of G: each subset A' of Def(p) uniquely determines a production p' of G~ corresponding to p, for which rp, contains those semantic rules of rp which define the attributes in A' and A(p') contains A' and the attributes used as arguments in these semantic rules. It is not difficult to see that in this way we construct all the productions p' of G~, corresponding to p of G, and which satisfy condition ($) of the NC-reduction-algorithm. It is clear that the size of each production p' is polynomial in IG[ and that it can be constructed in time polynomial in its size. From this it follows that the time taken by the NC-reduction-algorithm is O(2a'l~l). This result implies that any noncircular AG G can be reduced in time O(2d'l~l).
Observe that, because G~ is an interpretation of G, for each production p of G1 the number np of attributes in Def(p) is still smaller than IGI. For the same reason, if m is the maximum number of attributes associated to a nonterminal of G, then m is also an upper bound on the number of attributes of each nonterminal of G a. Clearly rn<lGl. Let us now consider the 2nd step of the reduction process. From each production p of G1, the One-behaviour algorithm constructs as many productions as there are combinations of is-graphs of the nonterminals of p.
Let p be of the usual form Fo~woFxW 1 ... w,_~F,w,. Assigning an is-graph go to F o can be viewed as assigning a set of /-attributes of F o to each sattribute a of Fo: those /-attributes from which, in go, there is an edge entering a. Similarly, assigning an /s-graph gi to each F~, i~ [1, n] , can be viewed as assigning a set of s-attributes of F~ to each/-attribute a of F~: those s-attributes to which, in g.., there are edges from a. Thus, since Def(p) consists of S(Fo) and I(F~), it[l, n], this means to associate a set of at most m attributes to each of the n~ attributes in Def(p). Therefore, the One-behaviour algorithm constructs for G 2 at most 2"" productions corresponding to production p of G~. Constructing each of these productions and testing whether it satisfies condition (.) of the One-behaviour algorithm can be done in time polynomial to ]GI. Thus, the time taken by the One-behaviour algorithm is 0(2 n2tGI2) which, since the third step is clearly polynomial in the size of G2, is also an upper bound for the time taken by the whole reduction process. Therefore, the following upper bounds hold for reducing noncircular and arbitrary AG. As last remark of the section, we note that, if in Step3 of Theorem 5.2, instead of eliminating from G 2 only the productions having a loose cycle in their valid augmented production-graph, we would eliminate the productions having any cycle, then the obtained AG G" would obviously be reduced as G' is, and, moreover, would also be translationally and conventionally noncircular. It is easy to see that doing this means to eliminate from G 2 not only the non reduced trees, but also those reduced trees whose meaning is undefined (i.e., with cyclic useful subgraphs). Hence, G" is equivalent to G' and, by Theorem 5.2, to G. This shows that for any AG G there exists effectively an equivalent AG G" which is reduced and conventionally (and translationally) noncircular.
We note that a similar result was also shown in [-5 ], but using a conventional definition of meaning of a tree and, hence, of translation and equivalence. This result was, in fact, the reason for introducing in [5] a construction similar to the One-behaviour algorithm of Theorem 5.1.
Consider, in fact, the following conventional definition of meaning of a complete derivation tree t of an AG G: the meaning of t is the value of its designated attribute if dtg(t) does not contain any cycle, otherwise it is undefined. Assume now that this concept of meaning of a tree is used in Definition 2.1(1) and (2) of translation and equivalence of AG. From the fact that the One-behaviour algorithm defines a simple full interpretation of the input AG, Theorem 5.1 holds also with this definition of equivalence. Thus, for every AG G there is an equivalent one-behaviour AG G 1. If we eliminate from G1 all the productions whose valid augmented production-graphs contain cycles, we obtain an AG G' which is conventionally noncircular and equivalent to G x (all and only the trees with cycles have been eliminated) and, hence, is also equivalent to G. This shows I-5] that for every AG G there exists effectively a (recall conventionally !) equivalent AG G' which is conventionally noncircular.
Reducing is Hard
From Result 5.2 we know that any noncircular (arbitrary) AG G can be reduced in time 0(2a11~1), (O(2al~l~), respectively). In this section we will show that reducing even the simple class of L-AG is hard. We will prove, in fact, that there are infinitely many L-AG G such that any algorithm for reducing AG takes for them more than 0(2 clGl/l~ steps, for some constant c>0. This lower bound proves that no substantial improvement can be made on the upper bound for reducing noncircular AG, whereas some improvement could be possible on the upper bound for reducing arbitrary AG. However we conjecture that a sharper lower bound could be found for the latter case.
In order to prove that reducing AG is hard, we actually prove a stronger result which concerns a more general notion of reduction than the one used so far. We will, in fact, consider output preserving reductions instead of translation preserving ones as we have done in the previous sections. Recall from Sect. 2 that the output set of an AG G is the range of the translation of G. Thus, from now on, a reduction algorithm is an algorithm which from an AG G over some semantic domain D, produces a reduced AG G', also on D, and with the same output set as G. It is clear that, if we prove a particular lower bound to hold for the time complexity of every reduction algorithm of this new type, this bound also holds for the translation preserving reduction algorithms.
In what follows we will show that there is a semantic domain AND such that any reduction-algorithm, which, given an AG G on AND, produces a reduced AG G' still on AND and with the same output set as G, takes more than 2 cn/l~ steps infinitely often, where n is the size of G and c is a constant.
In order to prove this result, we use a construction of [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] which shows that the problem of recognizing an exponential time language can be reduced in polynomial time to that of deciding whether an AG is (conventionally) circular. Obviously, by means of this construction, it was proven in [14] that the circularity problem for AG is exponential hard. A slightly different construction is used in [9] for proving that some other problems concerning AG are also exponential time hard, as, for example the problem of deciding whether any given AG is pure multi-pass. We will recall the construction of [9] in some detail and, later, use it for showing the exponential hardness of reducing AG. Theorem 6.1 [14, 9] . Let K be an exponential time language, i.e. K~DTIME(U") for some d. For every word w of length n there is an AG G w such that:
(1) G w is an L-AG; (2) 
., of the form a(F)=b(F') or a(F) = constant, respectively. []
By means of this result it is possible to show exponential lower bounds for many problems concerning AG (see [14-] , [9] ). Because of point(2) of Theorem 6.1; this lower bound can be taken as 2 cn/l~ for some constant c (cf. [14] for the reasoning involved). For this reason, instead of always having to repeat the actual time bound, we prefer to use the following "ad hoc" terminology (see also [9] ).
A property P, concerning a class Y, is exponential time hard to decide if there is a constant c>0, such that any deterministic Turing Machine which decides whether an arbitrary XeY has property P must run for more than 2 c"/~~ steps for infinitely many X, where n is the size of X.
As last thing, before showing that reducing AG is hard, we define the semantic domain AND as follows: the possible values of the attributes are 1 and 0 and the functions which can be used in semantic rules are the constants, the identity and the AND-operation with any number of arguments, i.e., the allowed semantic rules are of the forms, a(F)=l/O, a(F)=b(F') and a(Fo) = AND(al (F0, ..., am(F,,) ). Proof. Using Theorem 6.1, we first prove, following a suggestion of [15-] , that it is exponential hard to decide whether 1 is in the output set of an AG over the domain AND, and then we show that any reduction algorithm could be used to decide this problem and, therefore any algorithm for reducing AG must run 0(2 cn/l~ steps infinitely often. We change the AG G w of Theorem 6.1 into an AG G~, over the domain AND as follows.
1) Add to Gw the production Z~B (recall that B is the special nonterminal of TheOrem 6.1(3)), Z is the initial symbol of G~ and has only the designated sattribute d. The production-graph of Z~B is represented in Fig. 17 , the corresponding semantic rules are as follows: for all k~ [1, n] , ik=l and d = AND(s1, ... , s,).
2) All the productions of G w ate also productions of G~, but the semantic rules associated to them are modified as follows. Recall from point (6) of Theorem 6.1 that G w has semantic rules of only two types: identity assignment and constant assignment. In G~ the identity assignment rules are unchanged, whereas the rules of the form a(F)= constant become in G', a(F)=0.
From Theorem 6.1 the following is immediate: w is in the exponential time language K iff 1 is in the output set of G'. Hence, the problem of deciding whether 1 is in the output set of an AG over the domain AND is exponential time hard.
Let us now assume that we have a reduction algorithm and that we feed it which any AG G over AND obtaining a reduced AG G' also over AND and with the same output set as G. Clearly, 1 is in the output set of G iff it is in that of G r. In G r we say that a production is of type 1 if all its constant assignment semantic rules are of the form a(F) = 1. We claim that the following is true: 1 is in the output set of G r iff there is at least one complete derivation tree of G" consisting only of type 1 productions. For proving this, it is sufficient to observe that G' is reduced and is on the domain AND. It is clear, in fact, that in a complete tree t of G', if even only one attribute is assigned the value 0, then the value of the designated attribute d is also 0 whereas if all constant assignment semantic rules of t assign value l, then all attributes of t and, in particular d, have value 1. Hence, if (~ is the subgrammar of the underlying CFG of G', consisting only of type 1 productions, then, 1 is in the output set of G" iff L((~) 4: qS.
Let us draw some conclusions from this fact. On the one hand, we know that deciding whether 1 is in the output set of any AG G over AND takes more than 2 c"/~~ steps infinitely often. On the other hand we have just shown that we can decide this problem by producing from G a reduced AG G" with the same output set and then testing whether the subgrammar tJ of the underlying CFG of G r generates an empty language or not. Hence the following is true: the time for reducing G (R(n)), plus the time for testing whether L(t~) is empty (T(tJ)), must be more than 2 c"/~~ for infinitely many AG G (over AND). It is well known that, testing whether the language generated by a given CFG is empty, can be done in polynomial time in the size of the grammar (namely n3). Thus, because the size of (~ is at most R(n) (the time taken by the reduction). We have that T(G) is at most (R(n)) 3. Therefore R(n) This result may not seem very interesting because it only applies to AG on the particular domain AND. Note however that, if we ask from a reductionalgorithm to be general, that is, to reduce any AG on any domain, then, clearly, our result shows that any such reduction-algorithm would run for exponential time infinitely often.
As a last thing, we point out that the same result could be proven in a very similar way for other semantic domains, for instance, the domain of all strings over some finite alphabet and whose only operation is string concatenation. Of course, whether for a given domain D an efficient reduction algorithm for AG over D exists, depends completely on the properties of the sets and functions in D.
